
                  Automate - Corporate Edition
 
Realize accelerated response times with Legal Hold Notifications where custodians can 
self-upload relevant data, or trigger enterprise collections based on their responses. Build an end-
to-end workflow where custodian data is automatically processed as soon as it’s available without 
additional user interaction, and even send select items for immediate review. Help your team  
focus more on facts and patterns and less on staging, documentation and oversight.

Build on Rampiva Automate – Premium Edition by adding: 

Legal Hold Notification
Notify custodians of Legal Holds, track their 
acknowledgements and responses to surveys.

Custodians Self-Upload
Allow custodians to upload files directly to 
Rampiva as part of their reponses to Legal Holds 
for automatic processing.

Reminders and Escalation
Define automatic reminders and escalations to 
ensure all custodians provide responses to Legal 
Hold surveys within the required timeframe.

Customizable Templates
Use the built-in notification templates or design 
custom templates for hold, release, surveys, 
reminders and escalation notifications.

Live Chat
Allow custodians to interact with Legal Hold 
administrators using a live chat to get clarification 
on the scope and guidance on how to respond to 
surveys.

Single-Sign On
Enable custodians to access and respond to 
surveys directly by integrating authentication 
with Microsoft, Google or OKTA, or by providing 
them with single-sign on links by email.

Nuix ECC Automation
Templatize, run and monitor collections from 
a unified platform, for accelerated response time. 

Just-in-time Agent Deployment
Deploy Nuix ECC agents to the specific computers 
that need to be collected at the time of the 
collection.

Unified Administration
See all activity in a single product, making it 
easy to train on, adopt, monitor and maximize 
productivity.

Integrated Workstream
Seamlessly link Hold Notifications with 
Collections, Processing, and promote-to-Review 
for a single end-to-end workstream. 

Seamless Dashboards
Include Legal Hold and Collections in your Rampiva 
Dashboards to gain visibility on all aspects of the 
Holds and Collections.
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Who is “Corporate Edition” right for?
Rampiva Automate – Corporate Edition is designed for internal teams at major corporations, law firms and 
service providers. It completes the loop, helping teams get from Hold notifications and into Review as fast 
as possible. It’s a great product for corporate eDiscovery teams, particularly those who are also using Nuix 
Enterprise Collection Center and/or Nuix Investigate.

Implementation
All Rampiva Automate Editions are designed to be lightweight and easy to install. They do not require new 
hardware beyond the environment that supports your Nuix Environment. To learn more about training or 
advanced implementation packages, click here: 

About Rampiva
Rampiva is a global software provider focused on data automation, system administration and analytics. 
Established in 2016, Rampiva clients run over 1,100 Nuix Workers in 8 different countries, processing more than 
1 PB of data for eDiscovery, digital investigations, and other projects each year. 
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